Left ventricular mass, geometry and function in diabetic patients affected by coronary artery disease.
Coronary artery disease (CAD) is quite common among diabetic patients, our study goal is to detect the prevalence of left ventricular (LV) adverse changes in geometry, mass and diastolic function on diabetic, but not hypertensive patients, with coronary artery disease(CAD) and LV ejection fraction(LVEF)>45%, actually unknown, because of current guidelines that do not include echocardiographic assessment for follow up of diabetic patients. 665 consecutive diabetic patients (443 females, mean age 66±9years), performed a complete echocardiographic assessment according to current ASE echo-guidelines: diastolic dysfunction (DD), eccentric hypertrophy (EH), concentric hypertrophy (CH) and concentric remodeling (CR) of LV were reported. CAD was assessed only by reports of bypass surgery, angioplasty or patients hospitalized for acute myocardial infarction. 218 patients (32.8%) presented LV changes: LVDD 49 (7.4%), LVEH 68 (10.2%), LVDD and EH 46 (6.9%), LVDD and CH 36 (5.4%), LVDD and CR 19 (2.9%). 447 (67.2%) had no LV changes. 81 (12.1%) patients with CAD, presented: LVDD 17 (21%), LVEH 32 (39.5%), LVDD and EH 9 (11.1%), LVDD and CH 7 (8.6%), LVDD and CR 8 (9.9%), 8 (9.9%) had no LV adverse changes. There were among CAD patients, a significantly higher prevalence of LVDD (p<0.02), LV eccentric hypertrophy (EH) (p<0.05), DD and LVEH (p<0.04), DD and LV concentric hypertrophy(CH) (p<0.03) and DD and LV concentric remodeling (p<0.02), when compared with those patients without CAD. CAD is related to all different patterns of LV adverse changes in mass, geometry and diastolic function, with a significantly higher prevalence in our population of diabetic patients with normal systolic function. These changes however remain unrecognized until they undergo to a conventional echocardiographic assessment. We support this tool need to be included into future guidelines concerning follow-up of diabetic patients.